Large Print Program

Michigan Tech Theatre
Presents
Purple Hearts
By C.S. Wallace
Directed by Nich Radcliffe
March 10-13, 2024, at the McArdle Theatre

Run Time Approx. 100 minutes with no intermission

Photos and Recording Prohibited
Setting December 1941, aboard the sunken USS West Virginia and on the U.S. Mainland

Cast
Spencer Drow as Spooner
Bradley Maycroft as Whitman
Alex Dannels as Lewis
Alyssa Helminen as Ethel/Mama
Lyndsay Lagreid as Cassie
Frankie Straubel as Joanne

The list of creatives, production crew, and run crew is available by request
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View the Digital Program
Scan the QR code to access the digital program for this event. bit.ly/rozsapprograms

Michigan Technological University is an Equal Opportunity Educational Institution/Equal Opportunity Employer that provides equal opportunity for all, including protected veterans and individuals with disabilities.
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